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Ref. / I I has reported upon the discovery of a new radiobio
10gica1 phenomenon - a physiq~ogica1 reaction of the ce11 as 
a who1e to very 10w doses of ionising radiations. This reac
tion on1y manifests itse1f within some time after irradiation 
and is probab1y not accompanied with any damages. In that ex~ 

periment, one measured low-dose suppression of incorporation 
of tritiated thymidine, or its chemica1 ana10gue 5-iodo-2'
deoxyuridine 1abe11ed with iodine-I25, in QNA of bone marrow 
ce11s of a mouse. 

The mice were irradiated with cesium-J37 gamma-quanta and 
14 MeV neutrons, the doses varying from 0.2 cGy and higher. 
In 4 hours (when the irradiation effect achieved its maximum) 
the bone marrow ce11s were separated and incubated in a tra
cer-containing medium.Then DNA was separated and its activity 
was measured. The labe1 incorporation intensity rapid1y dec
reases as the dose grows to about J cGy, then the dose-respon
~e curve becomes significant1y f1atter. An ana1ysis. of the 
dose-resfonse curve in the .region ~ 1 cGy a110wed the authors 
of Ref. 1 I to draw a conc1usion that the target size for the 
effect under consideration coincides with the ce11 size. The 
maximum suppression of the 1abe1 incorporation in DNA is cau
sed by sing1e recoi1 proton traversing the ce11 or by tens 
of secondary e1ectrons from interaction of cesium-I37 gamma
rays in any part of the ce11. RBE for 14 HeV neutrons (with 
respect to cesiumrI37 gamma-rays) is approximate1y equa1 to 
a unit. . 

Specia1 experiments/ 21 a110wed finding out that irradiation 
temporari1y inhibits about 1/3 of thymidine kinase activity, 
and this enzyrne p1ays a key role in using thYmidine for syn
thesis of DNA, as it phosphory1ates thymidine to monophosp
hate. The thymidine kinase activity rapid1y drops with doses 
growing to about J cGy and then remains constant up to the 
dose of 1 Gy. 

The authors of Ref. / I , 21 suppose that the radiation prima
ry action p1ace is the ce11 membrane. This idea indirect1y 
confirmed by the resu1ts of an experiment on procain effect, 
this substance active1y interacting with the ce11 membrane. 
Being injected to mice at 1east 1 hour befare or after irra
diation, procain appeared to comp1ete1y e1i~inate the irra
diation action upon thymidine kinase activity. The authors 
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of Ref./ I,2/ a r e still ignorant of the mechanism of spreading 
the process over the whole cell. 

Quite recently the existence of the phenomenon under consi
derají7n has been independently confirmed at another object. ' 
Ref. 3 deals with inactivation of mouse oocytes with low do
ses of ionising radiations. The analysis of survival curves 
has shown that the target size coinc~des with the volume of 
the cell and not of the cell nucleus. Moreover, administration 
of tritium-labelled compounds in the nucleus ór protoplasm 
of the oocyte has clearly shown that the effect is by no means 
due to hitting the cell nucleu5. The authors of the paper also 
think that primary action of radiation occurs in the cell memb
rane. 

This paper provides a qualitative microdosimetric analysis 
of the new phenomenon. The analysis is aimed at identifying 
the type of the primary action of radiation with the cell and 
finding its place in the cell. 

Putting aside a discussion of possible mechanism' of radia
tion primary actions and mechanisms of the process spreading 
over the cell, we consider in detail the problem of the pri
mary action application place. Actually, a detailed microdo
simetric analysis shows that experimental data obtained in 
Ref./ I,2/ under an assumption of the primary event taking 
place in the surface spherical layer of the cell (sphere of 
diameter 20 ~m) and Df the energy deposition being equal to 
the most probable value (~in = 60 eV) in every energy loss 
event are only compatible at the thickness of the layer 1 = 

~,5-6.~. ~nalysi7 o~ t~~Tial parts of alI dose-response cur
ves g1ven 1n Ref. ,1" shows that the dose-response curves 
for neutrons and gámma rays have a "one-hit" character and 
that the extrapolation numbe~ is close tQ a unit within s~ve
ral tens of per cento 

However, along with the hypothesis of Ref./ I,2/ which we 
shall call hypothesis (a), the most ,general energy considera
tions allow at least two more assumptions on'the primary event 
application place and on some characteristics of the related 
energy absorbtion process, and these assumptions do not cont
radict the main facts mentioned earlier. One may admit that 
the primary event depends ori: (b) the spatial density Df ener
gy deposítion p in any part of the cell, or (c) the total 
energy deposition E.ín the volume of the cell. 

\~ Hypothesis (a) can be formulated in two ways within the 
framewotk of ideas typical of hypotheses (b') and (c): either 
as a dependence of the primary event probability on p in the 
surface spherical layer, or as dependence on E in this layer. 

;\ ., 

Evidently, the latter version of hypothesis (a) does not prac
tically differ from hypothesis (c), therefore one should con
fine oneself to the first formulation of hypothesis (a). 

Explanation of the effect under consideration within the 
framework of hypothesis (b) is reduced to the fact that for 
both the neutrons and gamma-rays a large energy deposition 
in quite a small microvo'1ume occ.urs in some part of the cell 
with 100% probability at a dose approximately 1 cGy. This is . 

I. the same "one-hit" mechanism as on hypothesis (a), and the 
j explanation of the observed effect also requires an understan

ding of how the process is spread over the whole cell from 
the primary event place. 

Hypothesi.s (c) assumed that the physio10gical reaction of 
the cell to radiation is of additive character in the sense 
that any microvolume of the cell makes its contribution to 
the observed effect which thus becomes a sum of effects in 
e~ch microvolu~e. In this case one cannot speak about a spe-' 
cial mechanism of a spread of the process over the cell, for 
primary events occur in its whole volume. 

A method to find out which of the three hypothesis is true 
is, we think, to measure relative values of RBEfor neutrons 
of different energies. The method is suited for any type of 
cells. Consider a simplified situation, where peculiarities 
of each of the three hypotheses are most clearly manifested, 
namely, the dependence of RBE on the proton energy Ep ; let 
assume that neutrons of energy En produce monochromatic pro
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tons of energy Ep = 1/2 En• In this case dependences of RBE 
on E for eac~ hypoth:sis are such that they retai~ their chap
racter after 1ntegrat10n over the spectrum of reco1l proton 
ranges for a given En• 

The point of reference with RBE = 1 (a circle in the Figu
re) will be the data for Ep = 7 MeV at the dose of about 1 cGy 
when each proton traversing the cell produces 100% effect. 

lf hypothesis (a) is true, i.e. if 100% effect is obtained 
when a proton crosses the surface layer of thickness 1 = 5 nm 
two times, the probability of the necessary energy deposition 
will decrease with an increasing Ep' (curve 1 in the 'Figure) 
in according with a decrease of ionisation loss dE~/dx. The 
dashed curve in the Figure shows the part of depenaence Df 
dEp/dx on Ép with a typical ~aximum at Ep ~ 105 eV. On the re
ference point at Ep = 7 ~feV the proton range R.p » d, where 
d is the diameter of the cell. If ~ reduces comparable with 
d within hypothesis (a), not every proton produced anywhere . 
in the cell will cross the surface layer; efficiency of this 
proton and, ccnsequently, the value of RBE will decrease. 
The ~hape of curve 1 is determined by d = 20 ~m and 1 = 5 nm. 

If h~pothesis (b) is t~ue, and Ep > 7 MeV! ;he situation 
depends on the volume dens1ty of energy depo91t10n p needed 
for 1002 ~~fect~ lf ~t is so large that it can be realised 
only once within the cell diameter, the. proton efficiency 
should decrease proportionally to dEp/dx with growing Ep (as 
in the case hypothesis (a)). This ia what curve 2 in the Fi
gure showa. 

lf the necessary value of p is achieved when the proton 
with Ep ~ 7 MeV traverses the cell several times, then for 
E > 7 MeV RBE will remain constant up to that value of, Ep
w~en dEp/dx becómes so small that the necessary value of P
is again achieved only once within the cell diameter, and RBE 
must decrease in accordance with the decrease of dEp/dx as 
Ep continues increasing. 

For Ep < 7 MeV RBE must remain constant, the probability 
of achieving the necessary value of p equals I at alI values 
of dEp/dx ~xceeding those at E = 7 MeV. 

lf	 hypo~hesis (c) ia true, KBE must not depend on E in thep
first approximation (curve 3 in the. Figure). 

There i8 little to say about primary action mechanisms ty
picaI of each hypothesis considered. It is assumed in Rei. 17/ 
t?hat in the case of hypothesis (a) local heating in a separate 
spur can'jnove t.he complex of lipides of the ce11 membrane out 
of an instable state, and, starting in one point, this process 
can be rapidly spread over the whole cell membrana and even 
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embrace the plasmatic membrane net with whichthe cell membra
ne	 is connected. It is clear that a similar scheme can be 
applied to hypothesis (b), the difference being ~hat the pri 
mary event occurs in the membrane of endoplasmatic reticulum. 
lt is chemical compounds produced by radiation that can be 
regarded within hypothesis (c) as the agent capsing transition 

) of the cell into a new physiological state. 
, A significant difference in approaches to the.consideration 

of mechanisms for hypotheses (a) and (b) and for hypothesis 
_ I	 (c) is that in the former case the primary event is a single 

phenomenon and in the latter it is multiple. Possible interac
tion between products of multiple events requires a time or 
dose factor -to be introduced in the consideration. Despite the 
fact that the macrodose rate for neutrons and gamma-rays in 
experiments/ 1, 2/ is the same, the approach to the dose rate 
must be different when events within one cell are considered. 
Indeed, when the proton passes through the call, the whole 

. 1	 d wí hí 10- 1 2 
o h f .energy 1S re ease w1t 1n sec; 1n t e case o gamma-1r

radiation it occura durine lO sec, i.e. microdose rates dif
fer quite significantly. Therefore it is very important to 
consider interaction between products within the framework 
of hypothesis (c). lf, for example, "burrr-up" of radicaIs 
in proton and electron tracks is taken iuto consideration, 
dependence 3 in the Figure Gan have its mini~um in the region 
of dEp/dx maximum. 

Dependences I, 2, 3 shown in the Figure noticeably differ
from those one often co~s across when studying other irradia
tion effects accompanied with DNA damages. In these cases 
dependence of ~E on En often looks like dependence of dEn/dx 
on Ep (e.g. see 8/). . 
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BHonorHqecKHe 9~eKThl caepxHH3KHX A03 
HOHH3Hp~ H3nyqeHHH 

AaeTcH KaqecTBeHHbm MHKPOA03~eTpHqecKHH aHanH3 HoBoro 
PaAH06Honor~ecKoro HBneHHH /$H3HonorHqecKoH peaK~H KneT
KH KaK ~enoro Ha CBepXHH3KHe A03hl HOHH3HPYID~X H3nyqe
HHH/, HanpaaneHHMH Ha BhlHBneHHe THna nepaHqHoro asaHMo
AeHCTBHH H3nyqeHHH C KneTKOH H MeCTa ero npHnO~eHHH 
B KneTKe. 

Pa6oTa BhlnOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH HAepHbm npo6neM OHHH. 
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Evseev V.S. 
Biological Effects of Very Low Doses 
of Ionising Radiation 

El9-87-465 

The paper deals with a qualitative microdosimetric ana~ 
lysis of a new radiobiological·phenomenon (physiological 
reaction of the cell as a whole to very low doses of ioni 
sing radiations). The analysis is aimed at identifying 
the type of the primary interaction of radiation with the 
cell and finding its place in the cell. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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